
Guidelines for a great Letter-to-the-Editor

 Letters to the Editor (LTEs) are effective ways to educate the 
public and inform office holders of your concerns.  LTE sections 
are read by many subscribers.

Suggestions for a successful LTE:

1 Research your topic—Gather and read several reputable 
articles or editorials about your topic. Highlight or note points or 
facts you find important—both pro and con. Use some to add 
strength to your argument.

2 Use a Timely Regional Angle--When people see how an issue
affects their lives and communities, they respond. Find ways to 
show how policies hit folks where they live. A relevant personal 
story will improve connection. Use elected officials names as 
appropriate—it naturally gets their attention.

3 Know the Newspaper’s Guidelines--Most papers’ length 
limit on LTEs is around 130-250 words. Stick to this so you may 
get published. Usually papers require a typed letter sent 
embedded in an e-mail, not an attachment. Often newspapers 
want your address, email and phone number so they can verify 
that you wrote the letter---only your name and town get printed.

4 Provide Background—Usually don’t assume that your readers
are informed on your topic unless widely known. Give a concise 
background if needed. 

5 Be Brief and Strong--State your position as succinctly as 
possible without eliminating necessary detail. Keep your 
paragraphs and your sentences short. Stick to one subject and 
don't go over the word limit. A few compelling facts or statistics 
are good. And helpful direct quotes!

6 Keep Cool—You can express outrage, but it should be kept 
under control. Avoid personal attacks and focus instead on 
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criticizing or promoting specific policies or ideas. Use “we” rather 
than “I” or avoid pronouns altogether.

7 Send Original Letters--Do not send the same letter to two 
competing papers in the same circulation area. A similar letter 
sent to papers in different markets should look like an original and
all letters should be emailed individually.  

8 Invitation to Action—Including a suggestion to action, like 
contacting an elected official or attending a meeting, is often an 
effective way of multiplying the influence of a good LTE.

9 Other Things to Avoid:
Don’t overstate/exaggerate your points. One overstatement 
makes every following point suspect.
Don’t insult your opponents.
Avoid jargon or acronyms (spell out any name the first time you 
use it, followed by the acronym in parentheses).
Never use all capital letters or bold text to emphasize a word. It 
will rarely be printed that way and may prevent your LTE from 
being considered. You may italicize one or two words, but most 
papers will print it in plain text regardless — the words must 
speak for themselves.

10 Follow Up---When writing to a local or county newspaper (not 
recommended for larger city or national publications), follow up 
with a polite phone inquiry about its status if it doesn’t appear in 
the next issue or two to ensure it was received and considered. 
Developing a relationship with an editor is a plus!

11 Note--Don’t consider your effort a failure if your letter isn’t 
used in larger publications (where even the best letters face long 
odds). Each letter is read and plays some role in molding the 
thinking and content selection of the editors.

12 Resources--Strunk and White’s The Elements of Style is a 
timeless collection of great suggestions to help you write 
concisely and powerfully. Most newspapers adhere to the AP style 
guide (www.ap.org).
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http://www.indiebound.org/book/9781604597820
http://www.ap.org/


----compiled by Frank Fox  ff725@yahoo.com
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